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Abstract
An influential feminist scholar in the field of human-animal studies, Donna Haraway
(Professor in the History of Consciousness Department at the University of
California, Santa Cruz) has over the past couple of decades provided ground-breaking
critiques of such subjects as twentieth century primatology (and its links to race, gender
and first-world/third-world politics), the place of nonhuman animals in laboratory
science, and the phenomenon of pedigree dog breeding. Her most recent work focuses
on our relationships with ‘companion species’, a term Haraway employs in her analysis
of the diverse forms of human-animal interactions and exchanges that are part of
everyday life. Drawing from ecological developmental biology, she suggests that com-
panion species are the fruit of ‘multispecies reciprocal inductions’. In the following
interview with Annie Potts (Co-Director, the New Zealand Centre for Human-
Animal Studies), Donna Haraway discusses her views on, amongst other things,
feminism and multispecies issues, human exceptionalism and posthumanism, and the
pleasures of ‘becoming with’ our companion species.
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Donna Haraway, Professor of the History of Consciousness Board at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, is perhaps best known to Feminism &
Psychology readers for her ground-breaking critical scholarship on feminism and
technoscience, constructions of nature and culture, and cyborg culture. However,
the author of ‘A Cyborg Manifesto’ also boasts more than twenty years’
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engagement with human-animal studies, an interdisciplinary field with links to the
humanities, social sciences and biosciences.

Haraway’s second book, Primate Visions, published in 1989 by Routledge,
involved a comprehensive and thought-provoking natural and cultural history of
primatology. Haraway traced the intersections of gender, race and nature in
scientific studies of nonhuman primates: from taxidermist Carl Akeley’s early
twentieth century excursions to Africa in order to hunt gorillas for display in
American natural history museums, to Harry Harlow’s infamous maternal
deprivation experiments in the 1960s involving infant monkeys and evil mother
surrogates; from the use of chimpanzees in NASA’s Cold War space race, to the
presence in the forests of post-World War II Africa and Indonesia of white women
primatologists studying nonhuman primates in the wild.

Haraway’s next two books, Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of
Nature (1991) and Modest_Witness@Second_Millennium.FemaleMan!_Meets_
OncoMouseTM: Feminism and Technoscience (1997) also delved, among other issues,
into the complicated connections between human and nonhuman animals (the latter
title winning the 1999 Ludwik Fleck Prize for best book in the field of science and
technology studies). When Species Meet, Haraway’s latest book, published by
Routledge in 2008, expands on ideas regarding human-canine relationships first intro-
duced five years earlier in The Companion Species Manifesto (2003). This work also
continues Haraway’s passionate story-telling of her personal friendship with canine
agility partner, Cayenne Pepper. While predominantly examining our connections
with dogs (and in particular, the fine-tuned exchanges made between human and
canine species during agility training and competitions), Haraway also comments in
When Species Meet on human interactions with chickens, pigs, wombats and cats.

The following human-to-human exchange was conducted by email (across
cyberspace and the Pacific ocean) from Annie Potts’ home in the small port of
Lyttelton on the East Coast of the South Island of New Zealand to Donna
Haraway’s home in Santa Cruz in sunny California on the West Coast of the
United States. Annie Potts (AP) lives with one human, two dogs (of unknown
origin), three cats, and three chickens. Donna Haraway (DH) lives with one
human, one dog called Cayenne (hers and her partner Rusten’s 15 1/2 year old
companion, Roland Dog, died in November 2009), and two not-so-feral barn cats.
AP is a dedicated advocate of chickens and an opponent of animal farming in any
form. DH is devoted to Cayenne and agility training,1 and is an avid proponent of
companion species.

AP: Donna, readers of this journal are sure to be interested in knowing more
about how your feminist politics link to your scholarly interest in – and personal
advocacy of – nonhuman animals and human-animal relationships?

DH: Feminist movement for me has always been a multispecies affair through-
out all its tissues. First, feminists are allergic to notions of autonomy, freedom, and
agency that rest on exploitation and the denial of shared mortality and the shared
need and capacity to live and die well in flourishing worlds. Flourishing worlds
require many and bumptious partners. Although not all feminists prioritize (yet)
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the far-reaching implications of that for the more-than-human world as well as for
people, feminists have been in the forefront of both theory and practice in human-
animal relations of many kinds and also in ecological movement attentive to terran
species assemblages of all sorts. Think about the importance of writers and activists
like Carol Adams, Lynda Birke, Val Plumwood, Alice Walker, Nina Lykke, and
many more, including your work in New Zealand. My friend and anthropologist
colleague Anna Tsing sums up a lot for me when she says, ‘Human nature is a
multispecies relationship’. She made that remark in an unpublished manuscript
called ‘Mushrooms as Companion Species’, where she sets out to rewrite
Engels’s The Origin of Marriage, Private Property and the State from the point
of view of human-fungus relations over both intimately personal and large world-
making times and places. She sees her essay as an effort to do feminist theory in the
spirit of those feminist pioneers who gave us our big stories of evolution, earth
history, community, and revolution – big stories we are in danger of forgetting how
to tell.

My links of feminist politics and scholarship to non-human critters, both as
personal companions and as world-makers in many other kinds of knots, do not
work by analogy. I am not much impressed by appeals to a cascade of analogical
oppressions (human slavery/animal domestication; holocaust/animal-industrial
complex; women as property/animals as property; et cetera). Atrocities are about
their own irreducible specificities, and analogy can make us inattentive. But I am
impressed by actual historical linkages of diverse and sometimes unexpected kinds
(e.g., the entwined role of barbed wire in establishing both ranching as an extractive
industry in colony and nation-making and in making possible modern regimes of
incarceration of people) and by the ferocious conceptual hold of binary dualisms of
the human/nonhuman sort on so much political theory, philosophy, science, econ-
omy, and culture. It is simply a biographical fact that animal loves fill my life and
always have; it is from that biographical accident that I try to strengthen the
threads of the collective weaving of feminist multispecies thinking and practice.

AP: How has your understanding of human-animal relations changed since
Primate Visions? Are there any significant differences between how you thought
about such issues in this earlier work (published in 1989, and in papers beginning in
the late 1970s), and your two recent books, The Companion Species Manifesto
(2003) and When Species Meet (2008)?

DH: Primate Visions rested too much on analysis of representations and human
cultural practices, and too little on what I am calling now a ‘zooethnographic
engagement’ with both the people and the nonhuman primates who were bound
together in crafting scientific knowledge through both field-based and experimental
labor. But Primate Visions taught me in great detail about the complex linkages of
gender, race, nation, class, species, technology, landscape, figure and language, and
much else that brought historically situated human beings and nonhuman primates
together in 20th century science and Western popular culture. In both Companion
Species Manifesto and When Species Meet I try much harder to develop the writing
out of relationships in the flesh, my own and others’, with other critters. Primate
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Visions also focused on animals in labs and in their own habitats; nonhuman pri-
mates are not (or should not be) in domestic relations with people. In my more
recent work I am focusing on human-animal entanglements in what gets called
domestication – a mutual and power-fraught process if ever there was one!

AP: After apes and monkeys, you wrote about mice. In Modest_Witness [1997]
and How Like a Leaf [2000] you discuss the complex issues associated with the
creation of the world’s first patented animal, Oncomouse

TM

, a transgenic creature
engineered in the laboratory to reliably manifest neoplasms for the purpose of
breast cancer research. Oncomouse is ‘obsolete’ now, having produced too many
unpredictable tumours, and she has been replaced by better ‘models’. You have
said that Oncomouse is your ‘sister’ and you are joined ‘in family romance’. The
idea of family implies to me a kind of shared relational history. I guess my question
is how are you using the term sister here? Presumably Oncomouse would not
consider you/us kin, if she was inclined to ponder this issue. There’s also the
question of Oncomouse’s subjection to human power – specifically, that of labo-
ratory science and pharmaceutical capitalism. Can you say a bit more about what
these perspectives might mean for the ‘sisterly’ relationship you describe?

DH: Kin always means kind but not always kindness, to say the least! Oncomice
know that in their naturalcultural tissues. Shakespeare’s constant word play on kin
and kind infected me by high school and has been in the genome of just about
everything I have written. Oncomice and their biomedical-biotechnical-biocapital-
ist humans are historically situated companion species to each other; they are
terran cyborg kin and kind. And Oncomice are indeed ‘in a relational family
romance’ of the sort inhabited by savvy feminist theorists alert to the cats cradle
knots of species, races, nations, markets, labor systems, property systems, classes,
sexualities, genders, knowledges, and more. I put species first in this list to insist on
the multispecies non-optional co-constitutive weave in the fabric of terran
relationality.

Decades ago in her still amazing essay ‘Traffic in Women’ Gayle Rubin (in
Rayna Reiter, ed., Toward an Anthropology of Women, Monthly Review Press,
1975) asked how humanity is made to split into two asymmetrical halves (genders),
neither of which can be ‘human’ without the other, but one of which has ‘interests’
in the other that it cannot have in itself. I extend some of Rubin’s way of thinking
to the more than human worlds that anthropologists have had such a hard time
admitting as full players. Oncomice and I are in that kind of family romance; we
‘become together with each other’ as a condition of our being at all, and that kin
relation entails the onto-ethics of response. This is not just a question of figures and
tropes, but of flesh and blood. I think the way I figure sisterhood with
OncoMouseTM is best explored by the artist Kathy High’s wonderful response to
three actual genetically specialized rats who worked as lab breeders for biomedical
research into an autoimmune condition that High herself lives with. Her project
‘Embracing Animal’ is at http://embracinganimal.com. Her ‘rat love manifesto’ is a
compelling statement of ethical obligation and actual practices of care that High
enacts with three retired lab rats. Neither High nor I present this as an innocent
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story, but as a serious entanglement with living and dying asymmetrically, respond-
ing in non-analogical, non-anthropomorphic practices, or at least working to imag-
ine and enact that kind of possible elsewhere.

Should OncoMouseTM and her not-yet-obsolete transgenic kin be brought into
the world at all? For me, that is a very hard question, and it applies to all lab
animals, not just the transgenics. I need to inhabit this question uncomfortably and
non-innocently. Is the labor of laboratory animals only exploitation, whether ‘jus-
tified’ by reduction of human suffering – or reduction of the suffering of other
animals in vet research or by any other valuable end – or not? Anti-racist and
anti-imperialist Marxists and feminists argue that even the unfree labor and sexu-
ality of people are never only exploitation, and disembodiment from labor and
sexuality is not the goal. Flight from the body to the mind by despising the depen-
dencies of labor and sex depends on ongoing displaced exploitation, or as feminist
and animal advocate lawyer and History of Consciousness grad student Kris
Weller puts it, the ‘right of capture’ of another body in infinite regress. Bodies
remain actively vivid for the kind of feminist theory that can never find solace in
running from the uses, needs, joys, and pains of mindful flesh. But for human
beings, humanists of all political stripes developed categories like freedom,
agency, and self making. Are those categories useless in knowing and responding
to the unfree labor of other critters? How can animal labor remain (or become) for
the animals as well as for human beings vital, value-making practice, in many
senses? Is using the category of ‘labor’ just another move like the anthropomorphic
extension of ‘rights’ to those deemed somehow to qualify? Or does labor, like
rights, do something useful if we stop literalizing and instead inhabit the trouble?
There are more questions than answers for me here, when I am at table together
with my companion, my sister, my co-worker in science and medicine, my scape-
goat, my teacher OncoMouseTM!

AP: Your latest work focuses on what you have termed ‘companion species’.
Please explain this concept.

DH: Companion species is relentlessly about ‘becoming with’ and is one way to
refuse human exceptionalism without invoking posthumanism. The concept of
companion species plays the cat’s cradle games where who is/are to be in the
world gets constituted in intra-and inter-action. The partners do not precede the
meeting; species of all kinds are consequent upon subject- and object-shaping
entanglements. In human-animal worlds, companion species are ordinary beings-
in-encounter in the house, lab, field, zoo, park, truck, office, prison, ranch, arena,
village, human hospital, slaughter house, vet clinic, stadium, barn, wildlife pre-
serve, farm, city streets, factory, and more. I am especially committed to inhabiting
both the trouble and the vitality of the contact zones of companion species called
‘domestic’, where the situated work and play of myriad critters (including people)
make history. I avoid the term ‘domesticated’ to foreground the bidirectional, if
asymmetric, multispecies agencies of such co-species shaping.

Both words, ‘companion’ and ‘species’, do a great deal of work for me (seeWhen
Species Meet, pp. 17, 18): Companion comes from the Latin, cum panis, with bread.
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Mess mates at table are companions. Comrades are political companions. Business
and commercial associates form a company, which also connotes a guest, a
Medieval trade guild, a fleet of merchant ships, a military unit, and the Central
Intelligence Agency. As a verb, ‘to companion’ is to consort, to keep company,
with sexual and generative connotations always ready to erupt. ‘To accompany’ is
a term I began to understand when living as companion to dying elders of several
species, including my own.

Species, like all the old and important words, is equally promiscuous but in the
visual register. The Latin specere has tones of ‘to look’ and ‘to behold’. In logic,
species refers to a mental impression or idea, strengthening the prejudice that
thinking and seeing are clones. Referring both to the relentlessly ‘specific’ or par-
ticular and to a class of individuals with the same characteristics, species contains
its own opposite in the most promising – or special – way. Oxymorons always get
my attention; it’s a feminist tick. Debates about whether species are earthly organic
entities or taxonomic conveniences are co-extensive with the discourse of biology –
another dance linking kin and kind. The ability to interbreed reproductively is the
rough and ready requirement for members of the same biological species; all those
lateral gene exchangers like bacteria have never made very good species. Eschewing
species platitudes, bacteria help us see instead all the consortia and miscegenous co-
habitings that make up cells, organisms, and ecologies. Now, biotechnologically
mediated gene transfers redo kin and kind at rates and in patterns unprecedented
on earth, generating messmates at table who do not know how to eat well and, in
my judgment, often should not be guests together at all. Which companion species
will – and should – live and die, and how, is at stake.

The word ‘species’ also structures conservation and environmental discourses,
with their ‘endangered species’ that function simultaneously to locate value and to
evoke death and extinction in ways familiar in colonial representations of the
always vanishing indigene. The discursive tie between the colonized, the enslaved,
the non-citizen, and the animal – all reduced to type, all others to rational man, and
all essential to his bright constitution – is at the heart of racism and, lethally,
flourishes in the entrails of humanism. Woven into that tie in all the categories is
‘woman’s’ putative self-defining responsibility to ‘the species’, as this singular and
typological female is reduced to her reproductive function. Fecund, she lies outside
the shiny territory of man even as she is his conduit – or sewer. That U.S. African
American men, as well as Black fetuses in 2010 pro-life discourse, get labeled an
‘endangered species’ makes palpable the ongoing animalization that fuels liberal
and conservative racialization alike. Species reeks of race and sex; and where and
when species meet, that heritage must be untied and better knots of companion
species attempted within and across differences.

Raised a Roman Catholic, I grew up knowing that the Real Presence was pre-
sent under both ‘species’, the visible form of the bread and wine. Sign and flesh,
sight and food, never came apart for me again after seeing-eating that hearty meal.
Secular semiotics never nourished as well or caused as much indigestion. ‘The
species’ often designates ‘the human race’, unless one is attuned to science fiction,
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where species abound. On terra and in other sf material-semiotic contact zones, it is
a mistake to assume much about species in advance of encounter. Earth others and
alien species have a rich commerce; they consort; they are companion species.
Finally, we come to metal coinage, ‘specie’, stamped in the proper shape and
kind. Like ‘company’, ‘species’ also signifies and embodies wealth. I remember
Marx on the topic of gold, alert to all its filth and glitter.

Requiring multispecies attention from the beginning, companion species is a
term I offer to replace humanism as well as posthumanism.

AP: You have described yourself as ‘a feminist of a certain generation who has
utterly gone to the dogs’.

DH: This is a serious joke partly about the amatory accidents of a personal rela-
tionship between me and a pooch that turn out to be characteristic of a collective
social and psychological phenomenon, partly about the extraordinary presence of
middle-aged women in the sport Cayenne and I play (agility), and partly about the
supposed lack of worldly importance of such beings as dogs compared to the sky-
looking affairs of cyborgs. I am a creature of the mud, not the sky; I am enamored
with and fascinated by slime as the substance essential to terran critters. Besides, I
dare anyone to become less worldly, less alert and responsive, less political, less tied
into consequential multispecies collectives by taking seriously the historically situ-
ated knots of people and dogs! Dogs and people are always in knots of becoming
with each other that shape worlds and ways of just maybe nurturing other sorts of
livable worlds. Think only of the many niches dogs occupy now and in many pasts
and the names Anglophones have for that; dogs are pets, vermin, companions, street
dogs, village dogs, rodeo performers, sports partners, trackers, lab workers, food,
hunters, therapists, rescue workers, herders, guards, guardians, fashion accessories,
feral dogs, urban dogs, fighters, dangerous dogs, disease vectors, disease models, spit
dogs, slave trackers, blood donors for other dogs. The list is truly endless and ties us
to every migration, every globalization, every labor and affectional system, every
way of knowing and becoming with, if only we pay attention and track the threads in
the knots that make us who we are. As the New Zealand writer Ian Wedde put it in
reference to his dog Vincent, ‘He enriches my ignorance’. Or, consider the art and
social justice workers in la Pintana on the outskirts of Santiago, Chile, a place
blasted by the devastating effects of neoliberal restructuring. In an art space called
‘la Perrera’ to recall the building’s former use as a dog-killing pound, festivals called
Pintacanes remember and challenge the companionship of the ongoing co-margin-
alization of local street people and gutter dogs. The quiltro, a Mapuche word for
mutt that is used colloquially for both street dogs and lumpen human identity, is a
recurring in-the-flesh and also symbolic presence for Pintacanes (for pictures of art
quiltos and explanation of the festivals, see http://perrerarte.blogspot.com/2008/06/
pintacanes.html).

AP: Does your love of dogs influence your use of coyote as a trickster figure
in some of your work? (For example, I have a special affinity with birds and
favour the raven trickster from Haida mythology when teaching classes about
non-Western origins of human-animal relations.) In your earlier work the trickster
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figure/metaphor provided a way to talk about nonhuman agency. (In Simians,
Cyborgs, and Women, you described this figure as ‘a witty agent and actor’ – a
‘coding trickster’.) You wrote this in ‘Manifesto for Cyborgs’ in 1985 (Socialist
Review, no. 80: 65–108). Who is coyote to you now, and is s/he still important in
your analysis and writing? Also, given your latest scholarship on companion spe-
cies, has anything changed with respect to how you conceive of animal agency now?

DH: All power to ravens and all the extraordinary family of corvids, in flesh and
story! But, yes, coyote and all that amazing kin group of canidae are critters of my
heart as well as mind. I love and am fascinated by all the dogs – dingoes, singing
dogs, poi dogs, coyotes, wolves, jackals, foxes, wolf-dog hybrids, mutts, the par-
ticular pooch on my pillow, even those most justly despised of dogs, the foo-foo
purebreds. I love the people who study dogs of all kinds as behavioral, ethological,
cognitive biologists – Marc Bekoff, Barbara Smuts, Marc Hauser, many others. I
honor all the other species dogs work and play with, from so-called livestock to
polar bears on the Internet. Dog history fascinates me, both the beauty and the
brutality. Dog well being matters to me. It’s ok that other people do not shape their
worldliness with dogs; this is not a zero sum game, but an invitation to multiply
love, knowledge, and accountability with a rich crowd of earth others, as soon as
we get a grip on the stupidity of human exceptionalism. (But I remember that
human specificity/difference, as well as the myriad specificities/differences of all
earth critters does matter.)

AP: I totally agree with your reckoning that it is wrong to turn dogs into furry
children. You say: ‘Dogs are not about oneself. Indeed, that is the beauty of dogs.
They are not a projection, nor the realization of an intention, nor the telos of
anything. They are dogs; ie. . . a species in obligatory, constitutive, protean rela-
tionship with human beings’. I believe there has been a shift since the 1970s to view
– and to experience – dogs (as well as other domesticated animals who share human
lives and homes) as individual sentient beings with their own desires, emotions and
motivations – that is, instead of as accessories, status symbols, or child substitutes
as was more the case in the 1950s and 60s. (James Serpell claims that people who
were affectionate towards ‘pets’ during the 1960s were even likely to be viewed as
psychologically inadequate or disturbed!) Of course it isn’t the case for every dog
now that his or her human will be devoted and kind; New Zealand’s particularly
horrendous animal abuse statistics verify this. Nor is it the case now that dogs are
never treated as accessories (although, as you point out in When Species Meet, it is
just as likely that dogs themselves are accessorized now). However, the revaluation
of nature (and nonhuman animals) in Western societies since the late 1970s has
coincided with a significant change in our relationships with ‘pets’. To what extent
do you consider that this newer attitude to the animals we live in close proximity
with might eventually impact on other domesticated animals – for example, those
we use for meat and other products? Do you have any thoughts about how such a
re-cognition of sentience in all living beings might be promoted or accelerated so
that practices such as factory farming come under closer scrutiny by consumers,
and the lives of so-called ‘food’ animals are radically improved?
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DH: I think dogs in the family romance and the 21st-century sentimental melo-
drama and its exuberant commodity culture can cut both ways on this important
issue. Living closely with nonhumans like cats, dogs, and birds in the home can
attune us to the fact that the working animals in the food and fiber industries are
also someone and not something. If we live with our animal companions at home
as adults of another species, and not as furry children or weird dispensers of
‘unconditional love’, we have a chance to care more broadly. But we also risk
stopping at a kind of pet or companion exceptionalism akin to human exception-
alism. If we do that, if we adopt only a cost-benefit and instrumental calculus for
the workers and except the love objects, we craft a psychoanalytic and political
nightmare that feminists should recognize all too well. I think we need to be in close
contact with working critters as well as household companions, but as UC Santa
Cruz graduate student Natalie Purcell argued in my seminar, proximity hardly
guarantees proper caring. Proximity has a long history of luxuriating brutality.
The animal-industrial outrage footage, readily available on the Internet, collected
by undercover animal liberation activists is all the proof we need: ordinary brutal-
ized human beings brutalize animals in scarily ordinary savage ways. Systems that
reduce animals to nothing but production units brutalize them no less certainly, if
less personally. In fact, the hyper-brutalization of working industrial animals has
intensified globally on exactly the same calendar as a former pet culture has
morphed into a multispecies family culture. The conditions of multispecies prox-
imity matter, as do the structures of both distance and proximity.

AP: In your opinion what keeps such a paradox in place? . . . so that we can fall
deeply in love with our playful, loyal and funny canine companions, and yet keep
chickens, who, scientific studies show (and we know ‘hard facts’ count), also play,
make mischief, and can be fiercely loyal, in the most horrendous conditions. And,
not to mention, we also continue to harbor prejudices about ‘bird-brains’ and the
lack of sentience and feelings in birds. In When Species Meet, you urge humans to
‘respect’ and ‘respond’ to nonhuman species (as well as other humans). How might
we respect and respond to chickens?

DH: Your questions go to the heart of the matter. Many practices matter – I
think of the impact of the stylish hen palace a block from my house where six
popular rescued hens give all the neighbors regular lessons in bird talent. But I
want to concentrate on another aspect of things – scientific ways of knowing.
Perhaps over optimistically, I believe knowledge matters – that knowing more
about chicken lives and capacities in scientific ways has material force. Knowing
chickens biobehaviorally requires quite distinct scientific practices compared to
knowing them as feed-conversion production units. It also takes money and soli-
darity, in an animal-human capitalist economy that punishes those who work with
chickens if they take the implications of biobehavioral sciences very seriously. It
takes work to materialize the force of needed sciences, but without knowing more
we are weak in reshaping animal-human flourishing in this century’s emerging as
well as enduring locals and globals. A fundamental principle for me in animal-
human worlds is that we had better know more at the end of the day than we did in
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the morning if we consider ourselves to be serious about multispecies flourishing, or
maybe just survival. It matters to know now that chickens recognize multiple social
partners individually; it matters that they are subjects of their own lives in ways
people used to reserve for themselves. This reality is made available, and I believe
made compelling morally and technically, by both good research and effective
cultural communication and activism. This applies to chicken-human worlds in
both companionate and working contexts. For example, it matters to show as
fact – and to draw out the consequences in law, technology, and human labor
training – that chickens killed in an argon gas mixture pass out without signs of
pain for evolutionary reasons to do with the history of earth’s atmosphere, but
show multiple signs of acute visceral terror if gassed in a carbon dioxide system.
And non-gas slaughter systems for poultry cause multiple injuries to both birds and
people on quite large and predictable scales. So-called modern chicken processing
systems are almost all of the most brutalizing kind for every living being, human
and not, who must come into proximity with each other in them. Response to and
respect for chickens requires at the very least knowing these facts effectively and
making them unavoidable in daily life, both intimately and publicly.

This is such a tiny piece of what your question calls for! I am deferring facing the
gorilla on the page; namely, can respect and response permit raising and killing
chickens – or dogs – as human food, at least for people who know what I do know
and have the choices I and millions of people like me have? Staying with the
trouble, I will meet this gorilla before our conversation ends.

AP: I’m interested in your take on pedigree dog breeding. I’ve lived with both
pedigree dogs and mongrels. (This is the term we tend to use in New Zealand – I
think North Americans use ‘mutt’ more?) I would find it hard now to justify
actively bringing a new dog into the world when so many unwanted dogs, usually
mutts, are destroyed each day (personally I have the same feeling about the human
species and have not really understood the desire to reproduce a child ‘of one’s
own’ when there are always already children desperate for homes and comfort).
Actually, some readers may not realize it is also the case that whole litters of ‘pure-
bred’ dogs are destroyed each day too. My sister bred Dalmatians for many years;
one of her first experiences of ‘canine eugenics’ was when she was ‘commanded’ to
destroy a litter of eight newly born pups who did not comply with the correct breed
standards. This upset her immensely but did not deter her from continuing to breed
pedigree dogs for years to come: several years ago she refused to destroy a pup
born deaf, and accepted the consequences, which meant dismissal from the bree-
ders’ association. You have examined both pedigree dog breeding and the fate of
the homeless dog on the street. How would you explain the passion for dog breed-
ing – why is it so important to humans? And how does it intersect with the existence
of these other unwanted dogs?

DH: There are so many questions here. A great many of the euthanized U.S.
dogs are ‘purebred’ dogs because of excess commercial and backyard breeding;
there is a terrible democracy of risk for mutts and purebreds. Pedigree dogs (and
non-pedigree pooches) themselves are of many kinds (I do not mean breeds by
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kinds, but animal-human ways of life) and occupy many niches of culture, econ-
omy, ecology, and other aspects of practice. I want to translate your question from
pedigree to purpose-bred dogs, a somewhat larger category with overlapping but
non-identical histories. Should purpose breeding of kinds of dogs continue under
current circumstances? What drives the overpopulation (abandonment and disre-
gard) of dogs (and other domestic critters)? Does purpose breeding substantially
add to the problem? There are no simple answers, and the more I inhabit diverse
dog worlds both as a zoo-ethnographic researcher and an ordinary dog person, the
less dogmatic – and the more committed to finding better ways to live together – I
get. But here are things I believe, and like to think the beliefs have a nodding
kinship with both knowing and caring well: In general, birthing a human baby is
much less good than adoption, even with all of the well known ethical and political
troubles of adoption. Building ways for many (most?) human adults to live well
with and nurture children who are not genetic kin will be crucial to bringing human
population down drastically in non-death dealing, anti-elitist, biodiversity-
regenerating ways. Likewise, in general, adopting already existing dogs who
would otherwise not have homes is much better than adopting or breeding
purpose-bred (or any other newly birthed) dogs anew. Furthermore, adopting
any dog entails taking responsibility for the dogs one did not bring home too,
by engaging in actions to increase homes and reduce numbers of thrown-away
animals (including working to help homeless people and their dogs stay with
each other). However, kinds of dogs matter; the differentiated work and skills of
dogs matter. These things are dynamic and historically diverse. They can be
degraded in weird heritage narratives of the sort told by TV commentators at
dog shows, but they are not mirages. Love of kinds is not an inferior love; kinds
are about conjoined enduring ways of living and dying, not Platonic types. People’s
passion for animal breeding (I am leaving aside the passion for making human
babies!) – fancy chickens, heritage breeds of sheep, herding dogs, toy dogs,
Labradoodles, fancy mice, Madagascar hissing cockroaches, and on and on –
touches just about every aspect of psychology, status, economy, ethics, aesthetics,
and goddess knows what else. ‘Passion’ and ‘fancy’ are not accidental words here.
Rational instrumentalism, whether benign or malignant, will never fully explain all
these practices. I have had five dogs of my heart in my own life; one only is purpose
bred, in her case in the context of the histories of the dog fancy, sports, and
working livestock industries in California. Taking touch with all of these dogs
seriously makes me need to know about, inhabit, and take responsibility in
many worlds: the deadly dangerous dog discourses of Chow mixes, the backyard
breeding world of shelter-abandoned Labrador-mix dogs, the self-described ethical
breeding scene of high-status sport and working pedigree dog breeders, and more.
Purpose bred dogs matter to the sport Cayenne and I play. This is a little thing, but
part of a big thing. I value that kind of world and want it to continue, for people
and animals. I think these practices are aesthetically, corporeally, morally good.
That entails consequences for me and the breeders in relation to the non-purpose-
bred dogs too. I know from my research how much purpose breeders take
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responsibility for their dogs – and very often for abandoned dogs, including mutts,
not of their breeding. I also know a lot about the abuses and unmet responsibilities.
I think I know that community education programs and spay-neuter programs
work, and are often sustained by purpose breeders and people with pedigree
dogs. Categorical opposition to purpose-bred dog breeding seems to me wrong.
Minimizing dog breeding of all sorts while fostering both adoption and breeding
that keep important ways of animal-human life viable, developing personal and
public actions and policies to keep numbers in line with viable ways of living: these
things matter.

AP: It seems to me that in When Species Meet you are passionate about re-
thinking human-animal relationships in terms of response-ability and respect. You
encourage humans to learn to kill responsibly, and to adopt the premise ‘Thou
shalt not make killable’ (instead of ‘Thou shalt not kill’). Can you give an example
of this in action?

DH: Killing is a relationship; all the partners are done and undone in the intra-
actions of killing. Killing should never be the act of a subject done to an object (in
this sense, an object is an entity made killable). Both directly and indirectly, killing
is an unavoidable practice for mortal beings on earth. In no way does that give a
pass on its seriousness and on the demands placed on people in killing. And obvi-
ously (I hope), not just any sort of killing can fall under what I am trying to get at
by exploring, with anxiety and uncertainty, what ‘killing without making killable’
might mean. I am asking whether this way of thinking and acting can help me (us?)
in staying with the trouble to which I (we?) am (are) accountable.

Killing is sometimes an obligation owed to another. For example, I owe
Cayenne a good death, and someday, to my dread, I will almost surely have to
act on that obligation. But she will never be killable, nor were any of the other
animals in my life to whom I owed killing – owed without their ever being in an
ontological category of killable, without their ever being in that supposed state of
exception. I feel the same way about assisted suicide for people, but in many ways
the moral trouble with animal companions is harder because human beings make
the decision about time and conditions and ask for assistance. That does not
remove the non-innocence of killing and does not grant the false solace of
making killable before acting. What is a good death for our dog Roland, whom
Rusten and I helped to die last November? We have plenty of answers and reasons
that we did the right thing for him, but reasons do not remove the obligation and
act from a kind of awful ‘open’. The act of killing any sentient being (but not only
sentient beings) will never be simply the right thing to do; it will remain a time and
place of ultimate non-innocence and response in the face of one of the most awful
implications of mortality. For me the clumsy statement ‘thou shalt not make kill-
able’ in the face of active, deliberate killing of another is part of rejecting the idiom
and morality of ‘right to life’. In my view, aborting a human fetus is, or ought to be,
killing without making killable. Killing laboratory working animals in an experi-
ment is or ought to be killing without making killable. I am assuming that the
experiments are serious, irreplaceable by other means, and justified by exacting,
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scrutinized criteria (including deep curiosity and love of knowledge, not just instru-
mental benefit), just as our killing Roland was justified. But justifications never
remove the act from that awful ‘open’ where reason and care, while demanded, are
not enough, ever.

Killing without making killable also helps me inhabit the fraught practices of
killing, even to local extermination, members of animal species that systematically
kill the chances for enduring-in-place of other long-term resident or native species
and species assemblages in human-caused blasted ecologies all over the world.
Dogs, cats, goats, Asian water buffalo, pigs, cane toads, rats, et cetera: all are on
my mind and soul here. Restoration ecology is a life-affirming practice that kills
systematically as one of its unavoidable dimensions (although alternatives can
sometimes be found if enough care and resources were mustered – but not
always, or maybe not even often). None of the animals killed in these acts
should be made killable; response-ability demands at least that – facing that what-
ever the best of reasons and feelings we believe we have, still one is killing someone
and not something. Maybe then we have half a chance of minimizing killing with-
out seeking innocence by explaining away our own exterminist practices.

Breeding, raising and killing working food and fiber animals shape an immense
world of trouble, where I am trying to understand if killing without making killable
can make sense. I know I am committed to the fraught multi-species working
practices of living and dying in human-animal agriculture. I also know that I am
in every way opposed to and active against many – most – contemporary industrial
factory-farming human-animal entanglements, both locally and globally. However,
I am appalled by the notion that the myriad domestic working animals, individuals
and kinds, should not exist except as rescue, pet, or heritage remnants, and by the
related position that all these diverse human-animal ways of living, dying, nurtur-
ing, and killing should be banished from our presents and futures. I am appalled by
the lack of respect for human-animal labor implied in what to me seem to be right
to life positions in some versions of animal liberation thinking on animal factory
farming.

The relations of domestic human-animal worlds are necessarily commensal.
Commensal, cum mensa, with a meal, is like companion, cum panis, with bread;
both terms highlight gestation, ingestion, indigestion. I remember that in French
gestion means management, the organization of means; note the promiscuous ties
with food and sex in the knots of all these words! In short, symbiogenetic living and
dying in asymmetric company with co-diners, in pleasure and terror, is the name of
earth’s evolutionary and historical cats-cradle patterns. The very existence on earth
of domestic animals (again, I refuse ‘domesticated’) means human involvement with
breeding and raising, including shaping the times of living and dying of all the spe-
cies, human and not. People too would not exist without living and dying in a tangle
of commensal critters, including those domestic species with whomwe have in strong
fact co-evolved for thousands of years in work, play, and much else. (That does not
mean it is necessary to eat meat because our ancestors did; that is another, and in my
view ridiculous, argument.) I also do not believe it is possible, even with the best
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means imaginable, to engage in serious animal agriculture without the animals’
experiencing pain and even cruelty. However, inflicting (and receiving) pain and
even cruelty is part of every mortal relationship of a serious kind. That certainly
does not mean any sort of cruelty is ok if some sort of good reason can be adduced.
Steeping in the vast and indifferent cruelty of world-wide human animal-practices,
surely the reduction of cruelty (and other animal suffering) is an emergency for all of
us! The whole knot of what is involved in a set of practices must be taken on and
judgments (and radical changes) made there, inside these mortal knots, face-to-face
with the beings and ways of living and dying that are at stake. And even after that,
there is no innocent place to stand, no making killable to relieve the trouble, and I
think, no abolitionism that stills the soul either. There is still the open of life and
death practices of conjoined and asymmetrical mortal labor.

At the least, the grounds for alliance between the ways of thinking, feeling, and
acting I am trying to articulate here and the ways of thinking, feeling, and acting of
my comrades and human littermates who oppose killing and eating animals in
hunting and agricultural contexts, especially in the (global) industrial world, are
immense. Historically accountable, future-deserving, multispecies flourishing is the
shared goal, the dense fabric we are trying to weave for ‘becoming with’ among
these animal-advocate kin.

AP: As someone who attempts to live a cruelty-free lifestyle as much as possible
(with all the complexities this entails, as well as the various successes and failures), I
am still curious about how you see veganism and animal rights advocacy fitting in
to any progressive companion species manifesto. For me, ‘animal rights’ activism is
not a monolithic or a fundamentalist movement, but involves different perspectives
and approaches, and includes as diverse people as staunch scientist Marc Bekoff,
de-taxidermist and artist Angela Singer, feminist-vegan activist Carol Adams,
chicken sanctuary manager, clinical psychologist and trauma specialist pattrice
jones, animal rights hunger-striker Barry Home, mother and tattoo artist Sonja
Rooney, ethical pornography enthusiast and exhibitionist Zeb Tortorici, and me –
feminist deconstructionist, chicken empathizer, horror film buff, pagan, and former
cognitive neuroscience freak. All of us are strict vegetarians, but our versions of
vegetarianism are different. My version of veganism is a way of living that works
towards promoting compassion and eliminating unnecessary suffering in the world
(for both human and nonhuman animals), but it also recognizes that the world, as
it is, is not conducive to this.

I view animal rights discourse as primarily strategic, not unlike suffragette dis-
course prior to women getting the vote. I make this comparison because before
women got the vote (and in this respect I am proud to be a kiwi, a citizen of the first
western nation to witness women as voters), women were regarded as little more
than the property of men. We had to fight in order that those in power understood
why women should have the right to decide on processes that affected us. We were
not granted the same personhood as men. Currently, nonhuman animals are not
granted personhood in any manner. Within the law (certainly within New Zealand
and American law) they are viewed as ‘property’ of those humans who ‘own’ them.
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This means that because animals are classified as property, or things, humans have
the ‘right’ to treat animals more or less however they want, with little conse-
quences. This is problematic for those animals ‘owned’ by abusive humans, and
for those animals suddenly deemed non-viable or surplus to a household or a farm
or a lab. It is my view that we need to recognize other beings as ‘other beings’ with
their own unique physical, social and emotional privileges, and not as property for
humans to own (paternalistically or otherwise).

DH: We are much more in alliance than not, and the differences between us also
matter, in that kind of generative friction that Anna Tsing describes in her beautiful
book, Friction: An Ethnography of Global Connection (Princeton University Press,
2004). Like you, I worry about property law for structuring the relations of people
and animals, but I am more than a little worried by guardianship idioms and legal
strategies that displace responsibility away from body-to-body relationships and
define a kind of permanent legal wardship for animals. Both idioms and legal
apparatuses are flawed, and both can do limited useful work as well as damage.
Specific legal and other contexts matter a lot in these efforts. I also remember Ros
Petchesky’s important essay, ‘The Body as Property: a Feminist Revision’, in
Rayna Rapp and Faye Ginsberg’s anthology, Conceiving the New World Order
(University of California Press, 1993), in which she argued for many of the mean-
ings of women ‘owning’ our own bodies as ‘property’, an idiom I had been allergic
to as merely liberal possessive individualism, no matter how useful for getting
abortion rights. Property is not a thing, but a bundle of rights and obligations,
and some of its important tones are propriety and proper, fitting. All that said, the
notion that I ‘own’ Cayenne is deeply offensive! But the notion that I owe her (and
myriad species and numbers of animals), for lack of better words, ‘rights and
obligations’ is far from offensive.

My research and writing, as well as intense dog training, agricultural gleaning in
food and justice projects, and other multispecies practices of the last several years,
have changed me. I can no longer cram ‘animal rights’ into a reductive box.
Informed by others who did all the pioneering work for co-implicated animal
and feminist rights, I too use animal rights idioms and in using them find there
is more than strategy and tactics involved. There is a truth involved, however
partially and sometimes perversely named. There is urgent work in the world to
be done inside the discourse of animal rights. There is also great harm done –
including to animals – under the banner of animal rights (and human rights).
The complexities sometimes seem overwhelming, and we need many idioms and
commitments, even with their sometimes mutually repelling charges. Staying with
the trouble – and the joy – is both possible and necessary. Much too late for my
soul’s comfort, I saw vividly the bravery, wisdom, cogency, and diversity of vegan
and vegetarian thinkers and activists, among feminists, biologists, and many other
communities of practice. Marc Bekoff, you, Carol Adams, Kris Weller, and others
are all part of this. Real sentient beings change each other – book-to-book, face-to-
face, story-to-story, year-to-year. I think we need each other at the table together,
and that is sometimes incoherent or difficult, not in itself a bad thing!
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AP: Studies show a strong connection between animal rights and human rights
advocacy. In other words, most animal rights advocates (all of those I know, in
fact) are also strong supporters of human rights issues. For example, a New
Zealand survey recently showed that animal rights activists are also involved in
Amnesty International and other human rights causes (including children’s rights,
gay rights, women’s rights and rights of tangata whenua).2,3 I’m not sure why this
position is not more reciprocal. You are critical of what you term ‘human excep-
tionalism’. Why do you think more human rights activists are not also passionate
about issues to do with the welfare and status of nonhuman animals? In your view,
is this an important imbalance to address?

DH: I could not agree with you more! Yes, this is a critical imbalance to address.
Many times over the last few years, since I have ‘gone to the dogs’ in ways that worry
some of my comrades and allies of the ‘humans first!’ persuasion, folks obsess that
somehow human advocacy is no longer on the agenda, or that all this stuff about
animals is well and good, but not serious ‘theory’, or that by actually insisting on
taking animal well being as seriously in a food and justice project as human well
being (and vice versa) is a sign of triviality or dementia. When I do what you did –
narrate all the passionate animal advocate people who have enviable credentials over
many years in work for humanwell being, and note the list in reverse is way too short
– my interlocutors are amazed, and to their credit embarrassed, for a few minutes
anyway. I have been heartened that even some hard cases of passionate human rights
advocates who do not know how to use the word animal in a sentence (or at an
action) have taken the examples like yours to heart and are really working to incor-
porate other critters into their basic thinking, feeling, and politics.

AP: I don’t necessarily believe that ‘rights’ discourse is the most accurate or
effective way of challenging anthropocentrism and achieving better lives for nonhu-
man animals but I do believe it can be used strategically to make small advances
often. Jonathan Balcombe, ethologist and vegan animal rights advocate, uses the
term ‘animalist’ to refer to humans who actively care about – and are politically
engaged in – improving human-nonhuman animal relations (his point being that
because humans are part of the animal kingdom – i.e., we are animals – we should
therefore be concerned about the lives of all animals, not just our own species).
Does this term work better in your mind as a means to redress the weaknesses of
‘rights’ discourse, as you see them?

DH: The term would work in some contexts, which could be enlarged and cul-
tivated, but my main position is that we always need a litter of bumptious terms
that rub against each other and keep us from either dogmatism or deafness to
idioms that would help mutate the established disorder more effectively. All the
key words – rights, animal, nature, human, many more – are trouble. Opening up
their tropic quality, making them swerve into unexpected neighborhoods and form
unexpected liaisons, enlarging the lexicon: all that makes sense to me. Substitution
(e.g., animalist for both human and animal rights workers) is one kind of trope
work that can be used. But, happily, no substitution will finally still the ongoing
tripping of words!
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AP: When I was preparing for our conversation, I was reading When Species
Meet while sitting on the couch in our living room. Tippi Trickster, the black and
white canine clown in our house, attempted to take the book offme by sneaking his
teeth around the top corner and gently tugging. Not, I might add, so he could
tempt me off the couch to go for a walk with him in the spring sunshine; I think he
wanted to engage in some human-canine interaction involving whatever was
engrossing me so much. I had been reading alone for too long. I took that as a
good sign – that he approved of your book, and that he wanted to be involved in its
consumption as well (but in a totally different way and for completely dog-like
reasons). This may seem like a strange question, and a little ‘left-field’, but I’m
interested in whether or not you have noticed animals being interested in your
writing (I mean the literal process of writing) or in your books (the products)?
And if so, how have they engaged with these things? I’m asking because I like the
ways animals subvert what we believe to be so important about career, work and
life. I find they provide other worlds to become immersed in, and they remind me of
what else is out there beyond our human-made institutions and preoccupations.

DH: I love your story! I hope that my book tasted good to Tippi Trickster and
that you gnawed it a bit too. My partner Rusten and I thought that someday we
might make a series of scratch-and-sniff books for dogs who are consigned to live
with people who read all the time. In very doggish ways, my dogs definitely pay
huge attention to what their people are doing and attending to. They respond in all
sorts of ways to what we attend to, but especially to that we are attending to
something. They track and try to shape our attention. I don’t think they have
much interest in the objects I interact with (except food, of course) unless those
objects are part of common inter-active games (agility jumps, tug toys, a special
ball). But the dogs I have lived closely with, especially Cayenne, have great interest
in the computer keyboard as an object that gets my attention at hours when dogs
have a serious claim on my time and energy. I am pretty sure Cayenne is not
interested in the physical process or the objects of writing except as something
she deliberately splits me off from, with her energetic body-in-the-lap-and-paw-
on-the-keyboard approach or licking-dog-in-the-face approach. She only does
this at agreed upon hours, e.g., after 4 pm, whether she has been in the room
with me before or not.

Yes, dogs invite us into other worlds, and we refuse to go with them at our own
cost and theirs. Sometimes when Cayenne and I just saunter along together, each
immersed in our own sensory-cognitive worlds but attuned somehow to each other’s
too, we both seem at our calmest and most at home in time and place. What a gift.
Or, as an organization I have demonstrated with might put it, Paws for Peace!

Notes

1. Dog agility refers to activities in which humans and canines co-operatively negotiate
obstacle courses (and each other!), sometimes in competition against other human-dog
teams. Agility training is considered to strengthen human-dog relationships.
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2. Tangata whenua is a term used to refer to Maori, the indigenous peoples of Aotearoa New
Zealand.

3. See Potts, A., & White, M. (2007). Cruelty-free Consumption in New Zealand: A
National Report on the Perspectives and Experiences of Vegetarians and Other Ethical
Consumers. New Zealand Centre for Human-Animal Studies and Royal Society of New
Zealand (Marsden Humanities Project).
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THE ECOFEMINIST SCHOLAR Donna Haraway has a remarkable talent for diving into

More recently, Haraway has waded into the lively debates surrounding the

Anthropocene, which she considers “both too big and too small” a concept to explain the

perilous state of our planet. She has coined not one, but two words to describe this

historical epoch: the “Chthulucene” breaks down the hierarchy between the human and

nonhuman worlds, while the “Plantationocene” connects the climate crisis to specific

economic and political practices of exploitation.

This is all quite an accomplishment for a theorist with a reputation for difficult and

sometimes obscurant writing. From her perch in two University of California, Santa Cruz

departments — History of Consciousness and Feminist Studies — Haraway has gained a

celebrity status that’s rare for academics. She was even the subject of a 2017 documentary

film, Donna Haraway: Story Telling for Earthly Survival, which sold out at its New York

premiere.

Haraway’s blend of high theory with a poetic, almost digressive style of writing made me

wonder how accessible she would be in an interview for my radio program. I didn’t need

to worry. Haraway was charming and eager to connect. She’s also a fast talker who

often speaks in run-on sentences that jump from one big idea to the next. I had the sense

that her words can barely keep up with her fertile mind.

Our conversation flowed over a wide range of subjects, from her early career struggles to

the interdisciplinary work she’s known for; how her love for a dog led her into a series of

challenging research questions; and why she believes “making kin” with the more-than-

human world is an urgent ethical responsibility. We talked during her visit to the

University of Wisconsin-Madison, where she and her UC Santa Cruz colleague Anna

Tsing spoke at a seminar on the Plantationocene.

¤

STEVE PAULSON: Some scholars are very difficult to categorize because their

work spans so many different disciplines, and you are one of those people.

You have a PhD in biology, but I’ve heard you described as a philosopher, an

ecological-feminist, a multi-species theorist, a science and technology scholar.

How would you describe yourself?

DONNA HARAWAY: I think my work has been question-driven. It’s been driven by

finding myself in a conjuncture of events, ideas, things, people, and other critters — plants

and animals and microbes — that provoke needing to know something and finding myself

in an institutional environment that encouraged that.

Is there a disciplinary category that fits what you do?
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If I had to choose a single category, it would be as a scholar with skills in the humanities,

social sciences, and natural sciences who tends to work in areas of science studies,

particularly on questions of environmentalism, the well-being of plants and animals, and

the interactions of diverse human cultures with what many call “nature.”

I’ve also heard you call yourself a “fabulator.” I’m not sure that means, but I

love the idea.

I’ve been a reader of science fiction since the flowering of feminist science fiction in the

’70s, which is how I got started with books like Marge Piercy’s Woman on the Edge of

Time, Joanna Russ’s The Female Man, Ursula K. Le Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness,

Samuel R. Delany’s Dhalgren, and the Tales of Nevèrÿon stories. From that reading of

science fiction I have what I call my little skein of fibers for “SF”: string figures, science

fiction, speculative fabulation, science fact, speculative feminism, and so far.

So you’re not really drawing a clear line between fiction and nonfiction. Does

it all merge together?

It doesn’t so much merge together as foreground and background differently. I think the

care and feeding of facts is a really important craft skill. Facts are made in human historical

circumstances, but not made up. Fiction is more like a gerund, a making. Fiction’s

imaginative boundaries are quite different. Its narrative rules are differently configured

than the narrative rules in, say, evolutionary and ecological science, but there are so many

contact zones. So I’m interested in the play, in the Cat’s Cradle game, between science fact

and speculative fiction.

Clearly, you’re very driven by curiosity. Are you also driven by wonder?

I am very attuned to wonder. For example, when I was a biology graduate student at

Woods Hole and we were studying marine developmental biology with embryos, we’d all

get slightly stoned after dinner and then go skinny dipping off Woods Hole in the

phosphorescent ocean.

Weren’t those the days!

Then we would go back to the lab for several hours slightly stoned, but really mesmerized

by the critters, and watch the early cell divisions of an octopus egg, for example, through a

10 times magnification microscope. You move inside those cells. It’s not like you become

one with the octopus egg, but just being brought into the otherness of it, you are struck by

the fact that this is not yourself, the kind of wonder and beauty and technical virtuosity of a

cell. Knowing something about how cells pull this off on in terms of their molecular

mechanisms has just fed me as a person in the world.
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You’ve written about the notion of “making kin.” What does kinship mean to

you?

Making kin seems to me the thing that we most need to be doing in a world that rips us

apart from each other, in a world that has already more than seven and a half billion

human beings with very unequal and unjust patterns of suffering and well-being. By kin I

mean those who have an enduring mutual, obligatory, non-optional, you-can’t-just-cast-

that-away-when-it-gets-inconvenient, enduring relatedness that carries consequences. I

have a cousin, the cousin has me; I have a dog, a dog has me.

I first started using the word “kin” when I was in college in a Shakespeare class because I

realized that Shakespeare punned with “kin” and “kind.” Etymologically they’re very

closely related. To be kind is to be kin, but kin is not kind. Kin is often quite the opposite of

kind. It’s not necessarily to be biologically related but in some consequential way to belong

in the same category with each other in such a way that has consequences. If I am kin with

the human and more-than-human beings of the Monterey Bay area, then I have

accountabilities and obligations and pleasures that are different than if I cared about

another place. Nobody can be kin to everything, but our kin networks can be full of

attachment sites. I feel like the need for the care across generations is urgent, and it cannot

be just a humanist affair.

How does this play out in your own life and your own thinking?

Lots of ways. One of them is in terms of personal family. All of my eggs are fried and

before that were maintained carefully haploid, but I have a strong interest in being

engaged with the care of young humans. Teaching is of course part of that, but I am also

part of an extended family of a seriously close friend who adopted a child from Guatemala

20-odd years ago. My husband now, and my first husband and his partner, became a

family — a kin group. We share in-laws, we have built a family without any of us ever

having had a biological child, which doesn’t mean I’m against biological children but I am

really for building households and families and kin otherwise.

I think LGBTQI people from all sections of society, as well as many Indigenous Peoples and

African-American communities, have been the most innovative in the United States in

terms of building and sustaining really interesting kinds of kin networks, often against

great odds. There are lots of very practical issues, including housing and financial issues,

and I’m interested in questions of inheritance and adoption law — various ways that

people can build financial obligation into each other’s friendship networks.

You’re talking about redefining family.
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It’s very materialist stuff. I’m talking about redefining family and I feel like my own family

has been a tiny little piece of living that, including my biogenetically related kin. And my

family has never been just human beings. To be any kind of animal at all is to be within

obligate mutualisms with a whole range of other plants, animals, and microbes and living

as a holobiont, not as a single organism or individual. It’s good science. And besides, I live

with companion animals of the household kind.

You’ve written about one of those animals. Tell me about your dog, Cayenne.

Ah, Cayenne, dog of my heart! She died at about age 17. She was a purpose-bred Australian

shepherd who came into my life when I wanted to play the sport of agility with another

serious athlete. I became a much better athlete in order to be worthy of Cayenne. Picture a

field 100 feet on the side, fill it up with weave poles, jumps, A-frames, teeter-totters, and

tunnels, and put them in some diabolic pattern designed by an agility judge. The dog has to

navigate the patterns at speed, in sequence, at the direction of the human being who has

walked the course a couple of times but didn’t know it before. So the trust between the dog

and the human being has to be really strong. You train for thousands of hours. You drive to

state fairs and campgrounds and run all day Saturday and Sunday. If you’re a working

academic and you’re doing that two weekends a month, it’s got to be your research project.

Obviously, you have to love it, but how do you have time to do this?

I actually got interested in it as a research question. I found coming to understand what

motivated the two of us as a team was intellectually compelling. I got really interested in

the way dogs think, in the way they perceive the world, in the way these two rather

different social mammals nonetheless have long evolutionary and social histories with each

other. I’m extremely interested in the history of dogs. I’m interested in street dogs, sports

dogs, thrown-away rescue dogs, and the purebred dog scene. I took a fabulous online dog

genetics course from Cornell University Vet School while I was working with Cayenne.

What did you learn about how dogs think?

It’s very hard to answer that question. Human beings think they know what motivates a

dog, but it’s pure denial. It is a lie we tell ourselves. We are just learning how to pay

attention to what a dog’s ears are really doing and what their eyes are really attending to,

what range of color their eyes see, and what their range of olfactory perception really is. Or

the ways they use their bodies in response to really small cues, or the way they exchange

messages. If you’re going to play a sport well with a member of another species, you have

to learn what actually motivates them. A lot of human beings shut their dogs down by not

learning to hold themselves still long enough to figure out what their dog actually likes to

do.

It sounds like you had a deep and profound relationship with Cayenne.
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It was a very profound, life-changing relationship. It was deep at levels of touch and smell

and daily life. She and I were seriously embedded in each other. Cayenne was a dog who

did not like inappropriate displays of affection. She was not a snuggle dog. So I had to learn

to respect her boundaries as you would with another human being. Cayenne, a herding dog

from the American West, also carried her own stories. I’m from Colorado, so I am acutely

aware that I grew up as a young white girl on conquest territory on land seized from

Comanche, Arapaho, and other Native American tribes, as well as land seized from the

Spanish who themselves had multiple layers of conquest.

I’m aware that Cayenne, the dog I fell in love with, is one of the dogs enlisted in the work of

herding sheep who are imported from Australia after the Gold Rush to feed the

disappointed miners. I was working with a dog who, like me, inherits being white in a

certain way in the ranching West and its practices of xenobiology and the claiming of the

landscape — and the claiming of the fairgrounds. We played our sport in the fairgrounds

with the railroads and the stockyards and quinceañera celebrations on Saturday and the

NASCAR racing and the social history built into who we were. So I felt like when you touch

someone and someone touches you, one question that emerges is, Okay, who are we? Who

do we make each other? And that starts leading you into layers and layers and threads and

threads of histories.

So through your relationship with Cayenne, you also learned something about

yourself?

I learned a huge amount about myself, and I started caring in a different way about the

history of ranching and the Rocky Mountain West, and the history of sport and the

relationships of herding dogs to other dogs. My love affair with Cayenne was what brought

me to the Colorado Plateau and my study of the Navajo Nation, the Black Mesa Water

Coalition, Just Transition, Black Mesa coal mining, the Navajo Generating Station, and the

sheep and wool market on the Navajo Nation and the relationship with the wool weavers in

Massachusetts. What I’m saying is that Cayenne ended up leading me into worlds I knew

nothing about and that my love affair with her led me to know how to care more.

Sometimes people say loving a dog is petty and small because it makes you small. But my

experience about loving anything — most certainly a dog — is that it makes you bigger and

more worldly because all of a sudden you’re tracking threads that you weren’t curious

about before.

And yet some animal advocates say we shouldn’t even have pets.

I have a tiny bit of respect for that opinion. This is not a relationship of equality. It’s a

relationship based on control and necessarily so. Otherwise, you kill your dog with a

fantasy of freedom not rooted in what it takes to live together. But if you are seriously

against the bringing of any other organisms into relationships of obligatory exchange with

human beings, you also could not really seriously domesticate plants. I actually regard pets
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as a kind of working animal. I think affection is a hard job and pets work really hard. These

are complex relations of labor and play, love and violence, and to glorify them is

illegitimate. But I also think that to be alive, to live and die with each other, is to be

accountable for our forms of love and violence. The relationship with a pet is honorable but

not simple.

Did you ever feel like you really got to know what Cayenne was thinking — her

subjective experience?

No, I certainly don’t think I ever reached any seriously deep understanding, although I

knew more than I did before. Some of it is research-based and some of it is interaction- and

play-based. But I didn’t lose any sleep over that question. At the end of the day, it’s who

you live with and care about. It’s about mutually felt and lived connection, and we had that,

even in all of our ignorance.

This reminds me of a conversation I had with Jane Goodall, who said she

would give anything to be inside the mind of a chimpanzee for a few minutes.

But we’re not inside anybody’s mind. We’re never inside another human being’s mind.

We’re not even inside our own mind. The notion that if I can only kidnap for a minute my

own self so that I can actually know who I am — that fantasy of full knowledge is a violent

fantasy.

Why violent?

I think it’s a kidnapping fantasy. It’s a possession of self and other. I think it’s a lust for

oneness. I understand Jane Goodall’s comment and I honor it. Of course, we wish we could

know, if only for a minute, what makes the one we love really tick. But very quickly,

particularly in the cultures I come from, it becomes a fantasy of perfect communication.

And I think that’s a violent fantasy that leads us to murder and war. It leads us to violence

against the other because the other remains other.

So there’s an ethics to honoring unknowability?

And otherness. If you take anybody seriously, one of the things you learn is not knowing.

That’s one thing I learned from Cayenne and my other dogs. Not knowing is a quasi-

Buddhist value. And the appreciation of not knowing and letting that be is something you

learn in a serious relationship. It’s a kind of letting go. Not knowing and being with each

other not knowing.

That’s so hard!
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It’s very hard. But that kind of relationship is also deeply joyful. It takes a lot of restraint,

and it takes forgiving each other. It takes forgiving yourself for imposing yourself on the

other, for thinking you knew when you didn’t, for not paying enough attention to know

when you could have.

I want to pull back from the animal-human connection to our larger

relationship with the planet. With climate change, we’re on the cusp of a

potentially catastrophic historical moment. The “Anthropocene” has been

used to describe this period in history, but you don’t like that word, do you?

I resisted the term Anthropocene because it centered the Anthropos — Man — as if the

multiple crises and destructions that merit the term Anthropocene were a species act, as if

we did it by virtue of being human, as opposed to being in situated historical processes

rooted in systems of a world-changing operation four or five hundred years ago, with the

invention of the slave-based plantation and the emergence of capitalism. The creation of

wealth through these systems has brought us into our current situation. I don’t think it’s a

species act.

So you’ve coined a new word, the “Plantationocene.”

I threw out that word in a conversation with Anna Tsing and others in Denmark precisely

because we wanted to foreground the world-changing importance of our relations to

plants. In formulating the Plantationocene, we needed also to pay more attention to the

work of mainly Black scholars on plantation slavery and its ongoing consequences, such as

Katherine McKittrick, Sylvia Wynter, and Dianne Glave. The Anthropocene refuses to

name the political and economic apparatus that drives the practices that are so destructive,

and it treats the dilemma we’re in as if it’s our own natural evolutionary trajectory. That’s

simply not true. We act that way in historical conjunctures and systems that can be

changed. It’s not human nature that’s the issue, but a situated historical metabolism with

the planet in conditions that nurture extraction and extermination. Not all people have

lived on the Earth that way, and it doesn’t have to be that way. It can still change.

A lot of people would say the plantation was abolished with slavery more than

a hundred years ago. So why use this alternative concept of the

Plantationocene?

That is not true. The Plantationocene has if anything expanded. Probably the best

contemporary example would be the oil palm plantations that take over mangrove forests

and large tracts of land all over the world. Southeast Asia is a good place to think about

this, with the destruction of multi-species forests and everybody who lives in them,

including people, and the clearing of the land, dislocated and extracted labor, and the

planting of a single industrial factory crop.
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Do we still live in a plantation economy?

We live in a system of forced monocropping. With forced monocropping, you take a

complex area of the world, and you not only radically simplify its ecology, but you also

radically reduce the kinds of organisms that live there. Then, you displace the labor force

that’s already there and import another labor force, using various forms of force, contract,

and indentured labor. You bring in new crops that will produce at high rates, preferably for

global markets, and you bring in a labor force that literally can’t run away. And you call

that “agriculture.”

That system, which is four or five hundred years old, breaks the tie to place. But people still

manage to care about their farms, their cows, their trees. People are astonishingly gifted

with the capacity to care, so that even in the worst circumstances that capacity to love is

still there. But breaking those ties to place and — here is the real linchpin — breaking the

capacity to care for generations, across generations, so that plants, microbes, animals, and

people are in a state of disordered reproductive entanglement for wealth creation and

extraction of value. I call that the Plantationocene. I don’t want to get rid of the

Anthropocene, but I think we need more than one word.

As you look at all these trends, particularly in this era of climate change, do

you despair?

No! For one thing, I think that’s cheap. Then you can just go enjoy yourself or suffer in

despair. It’s lazy. I’m neither optimistic nor pessimistic. The book I wrote was called

Staying with the Trouble on purpose, and I am against techno-optimism.

By techno-optimism, do you mean geoengineering?

You know, “They’ll fix it.” There will be a techno fix down the line. I think technology can

solve some problems, but not others. Technology is part of the mix. But we need to

reconsider what we’re about. As Anna Tsing puts it, we need to figure out how to live well

on damaged land. We also need to figure out again and again who “we” are. We’re not

going to get back to the status quo. But this does not mean we can’t fix some things. To live

well with each other in a thick present means environmental, multi-species, multiracial,

multi-kinded reproductive and environmental justice. We can’t control whether this all

works in the end. I think futurism defeats us. Our job is to live in a thick time of caring for

and with each other. That’s neither optimistic nor pessimistic, but it involves cultivating

the capacity to keep a kind of love and heart with each other. Pessimism blocks that out.

¤

Steve Paulson is the executive producer of Wisconsin Public Radio’s nationally syndicated

show To the Best of Our Knowledge . He’s the author of Atoms and Eden: Conversations on

Religion and Science.
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Donna Haraway in her home in Santa Cruz. A still from Donna Haraway: Story Telling for Earthly

Survival, a �lm by Fabrizio Terranova.
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I grew up in Denver, in the kind of white, middle-class neighborhood where

people had gotten mortgages to build housing after the war. My father was a

sportswriter. When I was eleven or twelve years old, I probably saw seventy

baseball games a year. I learned to score as I learned to read.

My father never really wanted to do the editorials or the critical pieces exposing

the industry’s �nancial corruption or what have you. He wanted to write game

stories and he had a wonderful way with language. He was in no way a scholar — 

in fact he was in no way an intellectual — but he loved to tell stories and write

them. I think I was interested in that as well — in words and the sensuality of

words.

The other giant area of childhood storytelling was Catholicism. I was way too

pious a little girl, completely inside of the colors and the rituals and the stories of

saints and the rest of it. I ate and drank a sensual Catholicism that I think was rare

in my generation. Very not Protestant. It was quirky then; it’s quirky now. And it

shaped me. 



One of the ways that it shaped me was through my love of biology as a materialist,

sensual, �eshly being in the world as well as a knowledge-seeking apparatus. It

shaped me in my sense that I saw biology simultaneously as a discourse and

profoundly of the world. The Word and the �esh. 

Many of my colleagues in the History of Consciousness department, which comes

much later in the story, were deeply engaged with Roland Barthes and with that

kind of semiotics. I was very unconvinced and alienated from those thinkers

because they were so profoundly Protestant in their secularized versions. They

were so profoundly committed to the disjunction between the signi�er and

signi�ed — so committed to a doctrine of the sign that is anti-Catholic, not just

non-Catholic. The secularized sacramentalism that just drips from my work is

against the doctrine of the sign that I felt was the orthodoxy in History of

Consciousness. So Catholicism o�ered an alternative structure of a�ect. It was

both profoundly theoretical and really intimate.

I got a scholarship that allowed me to go to Colorado College. It was a really good

liberal arts school. I was there from 1962 to 1966 and I triple majored in

philosophy and literature and zoology, which I regarded as branches of the same

subject. They never cleanly separated. Then I got a Fulbright to go to Paris. Then I

went to Yale to study cell, molecular, and developmental biology.

The politics came before that — probably from my Colorado College days, which

were in�uenced by the civil rights movement. But it was at Yale that several

things converged. I arrived in the fall of 1967, and a lot was happening.



New Haven in those years was full of very active politics. There was the antiwar

movement. There was anti-chemical and anti-biological warfare activism among

both the faculty and the graduate students in the science departments. There was

Science for the People [a left-wing science organization] and the arrival of that

wave of the women’s movement. My lover, Jaye Miller, who became my �rst

husband, was gay, and gay liberation was just then emerging. There were ongoing

anti-racist struggles: the Black Panther Party was very active in New Haven. 

Jaye and I were part of a commune where one of the members and her lover were

Black Panthers. Gayle was a welfare rights activist and the mother of a young

child, and her lover was named Sylvester. We had gotten the house for the

commune from the university at a very low rent because we were o�cially an

“experiment in Christian living.” It was a very interesting group of people! There

was a �ve-year-old kid who lived in the commune, and he idolized Sylvester. He

would clomp up the back stairs wearing these little combat boots yelling, “Power

to the people! Power! Power!” It made our white downstairs neighbors nervous.

They didn’t much like us anyway. It was very funny. 

I ended up writing on the ways that metaphors shape experimental practice in the

laboratory. I was writing about the experience of the coming-into-being of

organisms in the situated interactions of the laboratory. In a profound sense, such

organisms are made but not made up. It’s not a relativist position at all; it’s a

materialist position. It’s about what I later learned to call “situated knowledges.”

It was in the doing of biology that this became more and more evident. 



It was never a friendly way of talking for my biology colleagues, who always felt

that this verged way too far in the direction of relativism. 

It’s not that the words I was using were hard. It’s that the ideas were received

with great suspicion. And I think that goes back to our discussion a few minutes

ago about semiotics: I was trying to insist that the gapping of the signi�er and the

signi�ed does not really determine what’s going on. 

But let’s face it: I was never very good in the lab! My lab work was appalling.

Everything I ever touched died or got infected. I did not have good hands, and I

didn’t have good passion. I was always more interested in the discourse, if you

will. 

Yes, Evelyn Hutchinson. He was an ecologist and a man of letters and a man who

had had a long history of making space for heterodox women. And I was only a

tiny bit heterodox. Other women he had given space to were way more out there

than me. Evelyn was also the one who got us our house for our “experiment in

Christian living.” 

Jaye got a job at the University of Hawaii teaching world history and I went as this

funny thing called a “faculty wife.” I had an odd ontological status. I got a job

there in the general science department. Jaye and I were also faculty advisers for

something called New College, which was an experimental liberal-arts part of the

university that lasted for several years. 

It was a good experience. Jaye and I got a divorce in that period but never really



quite separated because we couldn’t �gure out who got the camera and who got

the sewing machine. That was the full extent of our property in those days. We

were both part of a commune in Honolulu. 

Then one night, Jaye’s boss in the history department insisted that we go out

drinking with him, at which point he attacked us both sexually and personally in a

drunken, homophobic, and misogynist rant. And very shortly after that, Jaye was

denied tenure. Both of us felt stunned and hurt. So I applied for a job in the

History of Science department at Johns Hopkins, and Jaye applied for a job at the

University of Texas in Houston. 

History of Science was not a �eld I knew anything about, and the people who

hired me knew that perfectly well. Therefore they assigned me to teach the

incoming graduate seminar: Introduction to the History of Science. It was a good

way to learn it! 

Hopkins was also where I met my current partner, Rusten. He was a graduate

student in the History of Science department, where I was a baby assistant

professor. (Today I would be �red and sued for sexual harassment — but that’s a

whole other conversation.) 

[The feminist philosopher] Nancy Hartsock and I shaped each other quite a bit in

those years. We were part of the Marxist feminist scene in Baltimore. We played

squash a lot — squash was a really intense part of our friendship Her lover was a



squash a lot — squash was a really intense part of our friendship. Her lover was a

Marxist lover of Lenin; he gave lectures in town. 

In the mid-to-late 1970s, Nancy and I started the women’s studies program at

Hopkins together. At the time, she was doing her article that became her book on

feminist materialism, [Money, Sex, and Power: Toward a Feminist Historical

Materialism]. It was very formative for me.

Those were also the years that Nancy and Sandra Harding and Patricia Hill Collins

and Dorothy Smith were inventing feminist standpoint theory. I think all of us

were already reaching toward those ideas, which we then consolidated as

theoretical proposals to a larger community. The process was both individual and

collective. We were putting these ideas together out of our struggles with our own

work. You write in a closed room while tearing your hair out of your head — it was

individual in that sense. But then it clicks, and the words come, and you

consolidate theoretical proposals that you bring to your community. In that

sense, it was a profoundly collective way of thinking with each other, and within

the intensities of the social movements of the late 1960s and early 1970s. 

Our view was never that truth is just a question of which perspective you see it

from. “Truth is perspectival” was never our position. We were against that.

Feminist standpoint theory was always anti-perspectival. So was the Cyborg

Manifesto, situated knowledges, [the philosopher] Bruno Latour’s notions of

actor-network theory and so on



actor network theory, and so on.

“Post-truth” gives up on materialism. It gives up on what I’ve called semiotic

materialism: the idea that materialism is always situated meaning-making and

never simply representation. These are not questions of perspective. They are

questions of worlding and all of the thickness of that. Discourse is not just ideas

and language. Discourse is bodily. It’s not embodied, as if it were stuck in a body.

It’s bodily and it’s bodying, it’s worlding. This is the opposite of post-truth. This

is about getting a grip on how strong knowledge claims are not just possible but

necessary — worth living and dying for. 

Bruno and I were at a conference together in Brazil once. Which reminds me: If

people want to criticize us, it ought to be for the amount of jet fuel involved in

making and spreading these ideas! Not for leading the way to post-truth. We’re

guilty on the carbon footprint issue, and Skyping doesn’t help, because I know

what the carbon footprint of the cloud is. 

Anyhow. We were at this conference in Brazil. It was a bunch of primate �eld

biologists, plus me and Bruno. And Stephen Glickman, a really cool biologist, a

man we both love, who taught at UC Berkeley for years and studied hyenas, took

us aside privately. He said, “Now, I don’t want to embarrass you. But do you

believe in reality?” 

We were both kind of shocked by the question. First, we were shocked that it was a

question of belief, which is a Protestant question. A confessional question. The

idea that reality is a question of belief is a barely secularized legacy of the
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religious wars. In fact, reality is a matter of worlding and inhabiting. It is a matter

of testing the holding-ness of things. Do things hold or not? 

Take evolution. The notion that you would or would not “believe” in evolution

already gives away the game. If you say, “Of course I believe in evolution,” you

have lost, because you have entered the semiotics of representationalism — and

post-truth, frankly. You have entered an arena where these are all just matters of

internal conviction and have nothing to do with the world. You have left the

domain of worlding. 

The Science Warriors who attacked us during the Science Wars were determined

to paint us as social constructionists — that all truth is purely socially

constructed. And I think we walked into that. We invited those misreadings in a

range of ways. We could have been more careful about listening and engaging

more slowly. It was all too easy to read us in the way the Science Warriors did.

Then the right wing took the Science Wars and ran with it, which eventually

helped nourish the whole fake-news discourse.

Both terms inhabit the same ontological and epistemological frame — a frame

that my colleagues and I have tried to make hard to inhabit. Sandra Harding

insisted on “strong objectivity,” and my idiom was “situated knowledges.” We

have tried to deauthorize the kind of possessive individualism that sees the world

as units plus relations. You take the units, you mix them up with relations, you

come up with results. Units plus relations equal the world. 

People like me say, “No thank you: it’s relationality all the way down.” You don’t



have units plus relations. You just have relations. You have worlding. The whole

story is about gerunds — worlding, bodying, everything-ing. The layers are

inherited from other layers, temporalities, scales of time and space, which don’t

nest neatly but have oddly con�gured geometries. Nothing starts from scratch.

But the play — I think the concept of play is incredibly important in all of this — 

proposes something new, whether it’s the play of a couple of dogs or the play of

scientists in the �eld. 

This is not about the opposition between objectivity and relativism. It’s about the

thickness of worlding. It’s also about being of and for some worlds and not others;

it’s about materialist commitment in many senses.

To this day I know only one or two scientists who like talking this way. And there

are good reasons why scientists remain very wary of this kind of language. I

belong to the Defend Science movement and in most public circumstances I will

speak softly about my own ontological and epistemological commitments. I will

use representational language. I will defend less-than-strong objectivity because

I think we have to, situationally. 

Is that bad faith? Not exactly. It’s related to [what the postcolonial theorist

Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak has called] “strategic essentialism.” There is a

strategic use to speaking the same idiom as the people that you are sharing the

room with. You craft a good-enough idiom so you can work on something

together. I won’t always insist on what I think might be a stronger apparatus. I go

with what we can make happen in the room together. And then we go further

tomorrow.

In the struggles around climate change, for example, you have to join with your

allies to block the cynical, well-funded, exterminationist machine that is rampant

on the earth I think my colleagues and I are doing that We have not shut up or



on the earth. I think my colleagues and I are doing that. We have not shut up, or

given up on the apparatus that we developed. But one can foreground and

background what is most salient depending on the historical conjuncture.

Nancy Hartsock and I applied for a feminist theory job in the History of

Consciousness department at UC Santa Cruz together. We wanted to share it.

Everybody assumed we were lovers, which we weren’t, ever. We were told by the

search committee that they couldn’t consider a joint application because they had

just gotten this job okayed and it was the �rst tenured position in feminist theory

in the country. They didn’t want to do anything further to jeopardize it. Nancy

ended up deciding that she wanted to stay in Baltimore anyway, so I applied solo

and got the job. And I was �red from Hopkins and hired by Santa Cruz in the same

week — and for exactly the same papers.

The long one was called “Signs of Dominance.” It was from a Marxist feminist

perspective, and it was regarded as too political. Even though it appeared in a

major journal, the person in charge of my personnel case at Hopkins told me to

white it out from my CV. 

The other one was a short piece on [the poet and novelist] Marge Piercy and

[feminist theorist] Shulamith Firestone in Women: a Journal of Liberation. And I

was told to white that out, too. Those two papers embarrassed my colleagues and



they were quite explicit about it, which was kind of amazing. Fortunately, the

people at History of Consciousness loved those same papers, and the set of

commitments that went with them. 

It had a very particular birth. There was a journal called the Socialist Review,

which had formerly been called Socialist Revolution. Je� Esco�er, one of the

editors, asked �ve of us to write no more than �ve pages each on Marxist

feminism, and what future we anticipated for it. 

This was just after the election of Ronald Reagan. The future we anticipated was a

hard right turn. It was the de�nitive end of the 1960s. Around the same time, Je�

asked me if I would represent Socialist Review at a conference of New and Old

Lefts in Cavtat in Yugoslavia [now Croatia]. I said yes, and I wrote a little paper on

reproductive biotechnology. A bunch of us descended on Cavtat, and there were

relatively few women. So we rather quickly found one another and formed

alliances with the women sta� who were doing all of the reproductive labor,

taking care of us. We ended up setting aside our papers and pronouncing on

various feminist topics. It was really fun and quite exciting. 

Out of that experience, I came back to Santa Cruz and wrote the Cyborg Manifesto.

It turned out not to be �ve pages, but a whole coming to terms with what had

happened to me in those years from 1980 to the time it came out in 1985.
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It’s part of the air you breathe here. But the real tech alliances in my life come

from my partner Rusten and his friends and colleagues, because he worked as a

freelance software designer. He did contract work for Hewlett Packard for years.

He had a long history in that world: when he was only fourteen, he got a job

programming on punch cards for companies in Seattle. 

The Cyborg Manifesto was the �rst paper I ever wrote on a computer screen. We

had an old HP-86. And I printed it on one of those daisy-wheel printers. One I

could never get rid of, and nobody ever wanted. It ended up in some dump, God

help us all.

People read it as they do. Sometimes I �nd it interesting. But sometimes I just

want to jump into a foxhole and pull the cover over me. 

Yes, although Firestone gets slotted into a quite narrow, blissed-out techno-

bunny role, as if all her work was about reproduction without wombs. She is

remembered for one technological proposal, but her critique of the historical

materialist conditions of mothering and reproduction was very deep and broad.



Wages for Housework was very important. And I’m always in favor of working by

addition not subtraction. I’m always in favor of enlarging the litter. Let’s watch

the attachments and detachments, the compositions and decompositions, as the

litter proliferates. Labor is an important category with a strong history, and

Wages for Housework enlarged it.

But in thinkers with Marxist roots, there’s also a tendency to make the category of

labor do too much work. A great deal of what goes on needs to be thickly described

with categories other than labor — or in interesting kinds of entanglement with

labor. 

Play is one. Labor is so tied to functionality, whereas play is a category of non-

functionality. 

Play captures a lot of what goes on in the world. There is a kind of raw

opportunism in biology and chemistry, where things work stochastically to form

emergent systematicities. It’s not a matter of direct functionality. We need to

develop practices for thinking about those forms of activity that are not caught by

functionality, those which propose the possible-but-not-yet, or that which is

not-yet but still open. 

It seems to me that our politics these days require us to give each other the heart

to do just that. To �gure out how, with each other, we can open up possibilities for

what can still be. And we can’t do that in in a negative mood. We can’t do that if

we do nothing but critique. We need critique; we absolutely need it. But it’s not

going to open up the sense of what might yet be. It’s not going to open up the

sense of that which is not yet possible but profoundly needed.



The established disorder of our present era is not necessary. It exists. But it’s not

necessary. 

Through playful engagement with each other, we get a hint about what can still be

and learn how to make it stronger. We see that in all occupations. Historically, the

Greenham Common women were fabulous at this. [Eds.: The Greenham Common

Women’s Peace Camp was a series of protests against nuclear weapons at a Royal

Air Force base in England, beginning in 1981.] More recently, you saw it with the

Dakota Access Pipeline occupation. 

The degree to which people in these occupations play is a crucial part of how they

generate a new political imagination, which in turn points to the kind of work that

needs to be done. They open up the imagination of something that is not what

[the ethnographer] Deborah Bird Rose calls “double death” — extermination,

extraction, genocide. 

Now, we are facing a world with all three of those things. We are facing the

production of systemic homelessness. The way that �owers aren’t blooming at

the right time, and so insects can’t feed their babies and can’t travel because the

timing is all screwed up, is a kind of forced homelessness. It’s a kind of forced

migration, in time and space. 

This is also happening in the human world in spades. In regions like the Middle

East and Central America, we are seeing forced displacement, some of which is



climate migration. The drought in the Northern Triangle countries of Central

America — Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador — is driving people o� their land. 

So it’s not a humanist question. It’s a multi-kind and multi-species question.

Yes and no. The theories that I developed in that period emerged from a particular

historical conjuncture. If I were mapping the integrated circuit today, it would

have di�erent parameters than the map that I made in the early 1980s. And surely

the questions of immigration, exterminism, and extractivism would have to be

deeply engaged. The problem of rebuilding place-based lives would have to get

more attention.

The Cyborg Manifesto was written within the context of the hard-right turn of the

1980s. But the hard-right turn was one thing; the hard-fascist turn of the late

2010s is another. It’s not the same as Reagan. The presidents of Colombia,

Hungary, Brazil, Egypt, India, the United States — we are looking at a new fascist

capitalism, which requires reworking the ideas of the early 1980s for them to

make sense.

So there are continuities between now and the map I made then, a lot of

continuities. But there are also some pretty serious in�ection points, particularly

when it comes to developments in digital technologies that are playing into the

new fascism.



If the public-private dichotomy was old-fashioned in 1980, by 2019 I don’t even

know what to call it. We have to try to rebuild some sense of a public. But how can

you rebuild a public in the face of nearly total surveillance? And this surveillance

doesn’t even have a single center. There is no eye in the sky.

Then we have the ongoing enclosure of the commons. Capitalism produces new

forms of value and then encloses those forms of value — the digital is an

especially good example of that. This involves the monetization of practically

everything we do. And it’s not like we are ignorant of this dynamic. We know

what’s going on. We just don’t have a clue how to get a grip on it. 

Overstating things, that’s not my feminism.

I’m not very interested in those discussions, frankly. It’s not what I’m doing. It’s

not what makes me vital now. In a moment of ecological urgency, I’m more

engaged in questions of multispecies environmental and reproductive justice.

Those questions certainly involve issues of digital and robotic and machine

cultures, but they aren’t at the center of my attention.

What is at the center of my attention are land and water sovereignty struggles,

such as those over the Dakota Access Pipeline, over coal mining on the Black Mesa

plateau, over extractionism everywhere. My attention is centered on the



extermination and extinction crises happening at a worldwide level, on human

and nonhuman displacement and homelessness. That’s where my energies are.

My feminism is in these other places and corridors.

I think so. The cyborg has turned out to be rather deathless. Cyborgs keep

reappearing in my life as well as other people’s lives. 

The cyborg remains a wily trickster �gure. And, you know, they’re also kind of

old-fashioned. They’re hardly up-to-the minute. They’re rather klutzy, a bit like

R2-D2 or a pacemaker. Maybe the embodied digitality of us now is not especially

well captured by the cyborg. So I’m not sure. But, yeah, I think cyborgs are still in

the litter. I just think we need a giant bumptious litter whelped by a whole lot of

really badass bitches — some of whom are men!

There is no homogeneous socialist position on this question. I’m very pro-

technology, but I belong to a crowd that is quite skeptical of the projects of what

we might call the “techno-�x,” in part because of their profound immersion in

technocapitalism and their disengagement from communities of practice. 

Those communities may need other kinds of technologies than those promised by

the techno-�x: di�erent kinds of mortgage instruments, say, or re-engineered
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water systems. I’m against the kind of techno-�xes that are abstracted from place

and tied up with huge amounts of technocapital. This seems to include most

geoengineering projects and imaginations. 

So when I see massive solar �elds and wind farms I feel con�icted, because on the

one hand they may be better than fracking in Monterey County — but only maybe.

Because I also know where the rare earth minerals required for renewable energy

technologies come from and under what conditions. We still aren’t doing the

whole supply-chain analysis of our technologies. So I think we have a long way to

go in socialist understanding of these matters. 

I think very few people are that simplistic, actually. In various moments we might

make proclamations that come down that way. But for most people, our

socialisms, and the approaches with which socialists can ally, are richer and more

varied. 

When you talk to the Indigenous activists of the Black Mesa Water Coalition, for

example, they have a complex sense around solar arrays and coal plants and water

engineering and art practices and community movements. They have very rich

articulated alliances and separations around all of this. 



They are not friends. They are not allies. I’m avoiding calling them enemies

because I’m leaving open the possibility of their being able to learn or change,

though I’m not optimistic. I think they occupy the position of the “god trick.”

[Eds.: The “god trick” is an idea introduced by Haraway that refers to the

traditional view of objectivity as a transcendent “gaze from nowhere.”] I think

they are blissed out by their own privileged positions and have no idea what their

own positionality in the world really is. And I think they cause a lot of harm, both

ideologically and technically. 

They get a lot of publicity. They take up a lot of the air in the room. 

It’s not that I think they’re horrible people. There should be space for people

pushing new technologies. But I don’t see nearly enough attention given to what

kinds of technological innovation are really needed to produce viable local and

regional energy systems that don’t depend on species-destroying solar farms and

wind farms that require giant land grabs in the desert.

The kinds of conversations around technology that I think we need are those

among folks who know how to write law and policy, folks who know how to do

material science, folks who are interested in architecture and park design, and

folks who are involved in land struggles and solidarity movements. I want to see



folks who are involved in land struggles and solidarity movements. I want to see

us do much savvier scienti�c, technological, and political thinking with each

other, and I want to see it get press. The Stewart Brand types are never going

there. 

They remain remarkably humanist in their orientation, in their cognitive

apparatus, and in their vision of the world. They also have an almost Peter Pan

quality. They never quite grew up. They say, “If it’s broken, �x it.” 

This comes from an incapacity to mourn and an incapacity to be �nite. I mean

that psychoanalytically: an incapacity to understand that there is no status quo

ante, to understand that death and loss are real. Only within that understanding is

it possible to open up to a kind of vitality that isn’t double death, that isn’t

extermination, and which doesn’t yearn for transcendence, yearn for the �x.

There’s not much mourning with the Stewart Brand types. There’s not much felt

loss of the already disappeared, the already dead — the disappeared of Argentina,

the disappeared of the caravans, the disappeared of the species that will not come

back. You can try to do as much resurrection biology as you want to. But any of the

biologists who are actually involved in the work are very clear that there is no

resurrection. 

I think the Anthropocene framework has been a fertile container for quite a lot,

actually. The Anthropocene has turned out to be a rather capacious territory for

incorporating people in struggle. There are a lot of interesting collaborations with
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artists and scientists and activists going on.

The main thing that’s too bad about the term is that it perpetuates the

misunderstanding that what has happened is a human species act, as if human

beings as a species necessarily exterminate every planet we dare to live on. As if

we can’t stop our productive and reproductive excesses. 

Extractivism and exterminationism are not human species acts. They come from a

situated historical conjuncture of about �ve hundred years in duration that begins

with the invention of the plantation and the subsequent modeling of industrial

capitalism. It is a situated historical conjuncture that has had devastating e�ects

even while it has created astonishing wealth. 

To de�ne this as a human species act a�ects the way a lot of scientists think about

the Anthropocene. My scientist colleagues and friends really do continue to think

of it as something human beings can’t stop doing, even while they understand my

historical critique and agree with a lot of it. 

It’s a little bit like the relativism versus objectivity problem. The old languages

have a deep grip. The situated historical way of thinking is not instinctual for

Western science, whose o�spring are numerous. 

There are plenty of other ways of thinking. Take climate change. Now, climate

change is a necessary and essential category. But if you go to the circumpolar

North as a Southern scientist wanting to collaborate with Indigenous people on

climate change — on questions of changes in the sea ice, for example, or changes

in the hunting and subsistence base — the limitations of that category will be

profound. That’s because it fails to engage with the Indigenous categories that are

actually active on the ground. 



There is an Inuktitut word, “sila.” In an Anglophone lexicon, “sila” will be

translated as “weather.” But in fact, it’s much more complicated. In the

circumpolar North, climate change is a concept that collects a lot of stu� that the

Southern scientist won’t understand. So the Southern scientist who wants to

collaborate on climate change �nds it almost impossible to build a contact zone. 

Anyway, there are plenty of other ways of thinking about shared contemporary

problems. But they require building contact zones between cognitive apparatuses,

out of which neither will leave the same as they were before. These are the kinds

of encounters that need to be happening more.

Yes.

I’m really pleased! The old lady is happy. I like the resurgence of socialism. For all

the horror of Trump, it has released us. A whole lot of things are now being

seriously considered, including mass nonviolent social resistance. So I am not in a

state of cynicism or despair.
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